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Introduction
Welcome to your Natal Chart report.
Your Natal Chart report is an astrological chart based on the mathematically precise positions of the planets and
the Sun & Moon at the time, date and place of your birth. It provides you with insights into your character and
personal life potentials by indicating the strengths you have and the challenges you experience in life.
Your Natal Chart report covers among other things your primary motivation in life, your identity, emotions,
mentality, love and sexuality, spirituality, earning ability and career potentialities and so on.
In some parts of the report you will come across apparent contradictions in the descriptions of your character.
This is to be expected; people are complex and have many contradictory facets to their personality.
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Natal Chart
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Aspects
Sun Square Moon 5z50' S
Sun Trine Saturn 0z34' S
Sun Trine Ascendant 0z46' S
Moon Sextile Mercury 1z02' A
Moon Sextile Venus 3z42' A
Moon Trine Midheaven 5z33' A
Mercury Conjunct Venus 2z40' S
Mercury Square Mars 5z48' A
Mercury Square Saturn 7z26' S
Mercury Square Uranus 1z19' A
Mercury Sextile Midheaven 6z36' A
Venus Square Mars 3z08' A
Venus Square Uranus 1z21' S
Venus Square Pluto 6z36' A
Mars Conjunct Uranus 4z29' S
Mars Sextile Neptune 7z04' A
Mars Conjunct Pluto 3z27' A
Jupiter Square Moon's North Node 5z49' A
Saturn Trine Ascendant 1z20' S
Uranus Conjunct Pluto 7z57' A
Uranus Sextile Ascendant 7z25' A
Neptune Sextile Pluto 3z36' A
Neptune Trine Moon's North Node 7z25' S
Moon's North Node Square Ascendant 3z37' S
Moon's North Node Conjunct Midheaven 3z08' S
Ascendant Square Midheaven 0z29' A

Ascendant
The Ascendant describes your personality and image, the face you show the world, and the
nature of your personal and wider environment.
Ascendant = Sun/Saturn (-1z03' S d)
A serious personality. Reclusive tendencies; a shy, withdrawn and at times inhibited nature. Difficulty
relating - and interacting with others. Low confidence in self and abilities; easily discouraged. Defeatist
attitudes. Personal and environmental restrictions. Controlling others or being controlled. Separative
influences. Health issues; tiredness and low motivation.

Sun
The Sun describes your sense of personal identity, your creative expression and ability to realise
your individual potential and gain recognition.
Sun = Mercury/Jupiter (-0z54' S )
An expressive and lucid communicator who can command the attention of others. Authoritative.
Broadminded, just and fair. Hearty sense of humour. Witty and entertaining. Exposure to a wide range
of experiences. Learning, erudition and travel. Success in a career. Opportunities for advancement. Can
be prone to big ideas and exaggeration.
Sun = Jupiter/Uranus (-0z14' S d)
An adventurous and optimistic spirit. A contemporary outlook. An innovative and original mind. An
eagerness for new and stimulating experiences. Resourceful and mentally flexible. Sudden
opportunities and successes. Applying new ideas and techniques successfully. Intuitiveness.
Progressive leadership.
Sun = Saturn/Midheaven (-0z09' A )
Development of self-reliance. A strong sense of purpose and direction in life. Motivation to establish
and secure a position in life. Gaining respect and authority through hard work and discipline.
Difficulties in career or vocation. Tendency to be readily discouraged or prone to defeatist attitudes.
Contending with inhibitions of an inner or external nature. Limiting professional and domestic or
family circumstances.
Sun = Saturn/Ascendant (+0z06' S d)
A serious outlook. Working in a solitary mode or in isolation from others. Reserve and restraint in the
presence of others. Shyness. Feeling compromised and frustrated. Periodical despondency. Low selfconfidence. Circumstantial limitations and restrictions. Susceptibility to weight loss. Separations and
departures. Testing experiences with the male sex.
Sun = Venus/Jupiter (+0z26' A )
An attractive and appealing personality. Well-liked by others. Warm hearted. Good natured. Exuberant
personality and generous spirit. Good social standing. Happiness and prosperity. A happy and healthy
outlook. Desire for union. Successful and fortunate partnerships. Artistic talent and appreciation.
Materialistic. Disadvantages through self-indulgence and extravagance.

Moon
The Moon describes your emotional nature, instinctual behaviour and unconscious response
patterns, and sense of home and family.
Moon = Venus/Midheaven (-0z55' A )
A sincere and devoted individual. Enjoying the feeling of giving and receiving. An attractive and caring
nature. Supporting others and being supported in the pursuit of personal and professional goals. Artistic
or creative aspirations. Vocational happiness. Careers catering to women's needs and interests. Close
connections to family members. A welcoming and hospitable domestic life.
Moon = Mars/Moon's North Node (-0z55' S )
Supportive collaboration. Cooperative and industrious efforts. Competitive and ambitious pursuits. The
need to foster team spirit when working with others. Emotionally reactive and aggressive tendencies.
Conflict within associations - or within the family unit. Active involvement in women's issues and
causes.
Moon = Venus/Ascendant (-0z41' A )
An attractive and accommodating personality. Adapting easily to the needs of others. A pleasant and
responsive nature. Endearing qualities. Contacts with creative and cultured women. Sociability. A
loving or artistic family. Supportive relationships. Intimacy and closeness within sexual partnerships.
Moon = Mars/Midheaven (+0z39' A )
An ambitious, industrious and competitive individual. Instinctively pursuing a course of action.
Advancing personally and professionally - supporting others and being supported. Fiercely protective
of reputation and status in life. Assertive and self-promoting qualities. Acting impulsively or when
under emotional stress. Moodiness and irritability. Emotionally reactive and combative. A busy family
and domestic life.
Moon = Pluto/Moon's North Node (+0z48' S )
Profound emotional experiences. Intensity of feeling in relationships. Power struggles in partnerships
and within family dynamics. Manipulation and control. Subjection to family and cultural pressures.
Participating in public or mass gatherings. Influential and domineering women.
Moon = Mars/Ascendant (+0z53' A )
An ambitious, courageous and protective nature. Strong survival instincts; the ability to sense and
respond quickly to threatening situations. Sensitive to disharmony in the environment and personal
relationships. Emotionally reactive and defensive when challenged. Confronting others or being
confronted. Conflict or drama within the family. Dealing with emotive and contentious issues.

Midheaven
The Midheaven describes your highest aspirations in life and means to self-fulfilment, your
personal vocation, and your status as perceived by others.
Midheaven = Mars/Pluto (-0z53' S )
Driving power and fanaticism; the dynamic pursuit of specific goals and professional aspirations.
Powerful and influential connections. Obsessive and compulsive tendencies. Extreme reactions and
behaviour. Power struggles. Exposure to forces outside of personal control. Coming to terms with
personal destiny - or fate.
Midheaven = Sun/Saturn (-0z34' S )
A solitary and self-contained nature. Leading a simple lifestyle. Modesty and unpretentiousness.
Persistent and conscientious behaviour. Working hard to achieve positions of authority - and vocational
recognition. Professional obstacles. Difficulties through a lack of incentive and motivation - or through
defeatist attitudes. Health issues; bouts of tiredness and lethargy.

Mercury
Mercury describes your manner of expression, your powers of communication and intellectual
reasoning, your ability to formulate and articulate ideas, and to make decisions.
Mercury = Mars/Saturn (-0z49' S d)
Intellectual persistence and determination. A tough talker and negotiator. Adopting a firm and
aggressive stance. The tendency to become locked into negative trains of thought. Facing and
addressing harsh realities. Serious realisations. States of fear and mental anxiety. Defeatist attitudes.
Mental blocks. Loss and separation.
Mercury = Saturn/Pluto (+0z55' A d)
A tough talker and negotiator. Inflexible attitudes. Persisting despite the odds. Breakthroughs in
understanding through sustained focus and concentration. A committed researcher and investigator.
Mental fixations. Being prone to negative thoughts and defeatist outlooks. Difficult and reluctant
compromises. Harsh criticism. Miscommunications.

Venus
Venus describes your appreciation of beauty and the arts, your powers of attraction, and your
capacity for close personal relationships and love affairs.
Venus = Jupiter/Moon's North Node (-0z18' S d)
Enjoying good company. Happy and fulfilling social and emotional ties. Contacts with well-connected
and wealthy people. Satisfying partnerships in love. Harmonious and successful relationships.
Appreciating others and being appreciated. Artistic and creative associations.
Venus = Mercury/Mars (+0z14' A )
A quick arousal of passion and desire. Knowing what to say and do in order to get what is wanted. A
demonstrative, vocal and demanding nature in love. Passionately discussing intimate and personal
feelings. Sexual attraction between partners. Impulsive decisions and actions within relationships.
Impatience and frustration when things do not go according to plan. Potential arguments and emotional
conflicts.
Venus = Sun/Neptune (+0z20' A )
A romantic and soft-hearted nature. Devotional and sentimental inclinations. Idealism in love and
personal relationships. Emotional and sexual infatuations. Vulnerability. Despondency and renunciation
in love. Misplaced trust; exposure to deceptive influences within partnerships. Inspired creativity. A
refined visual sense with a love of the arts.
Venus = Mars/Uranus (+0z53' A )
Demonstrative and spontaneous in affections. Stimulation of the senses and desires. Emotional
excitability and impulsiveness. The desire to surprise, unsettle or 'shock' others. Demanding and
independent in love and relationships. Sudden lust. Sexually active and experimental. Erotic and kinky
sex. Creative and procreative energy.
Venus = Jupiter/Midheaven (+1z16' S d)
Embracing life whole-heartedly. Appreciating what life has to offer. Good fortune in love and
partnership. Opportunities to advance personal aspirations and desires. Prospering materially and
socially. Attaining status, artistic recognition or professional success. Satisfying personal desires.
Expensive and extravagant tastes.

Mars
Mars describes the way you act and assert yourself, your basic urges and desires, and your ability
to achieve personal goals.
Mars = Uranus/Pluto (-0z31' S d)
Initiating and fighting for reforms. Exploring alternative ways of doing things. Exceptional drive and
ambition. The relentless pursuit of desires. Courage in the face of adversity. Extreme restlessness and
agitation - volatility. Compulsive urges; coercion and manipulation. A forceful and domineering nature.
Ruthless and destructive acts. Subjection to powerful forces. A dramatic turn of events.
Mars = Moon/Neptune (+0z07' S )
Idealistic motivations. Acting on creative inspirations. An over-active imagination. Instinctively
picking up on emotional undercurrents. Fluctuating levels of energy, motivation and incentive. Only
accomplishing things when in the right mood. Impotence. Lowered defences and immunity. Infection.
Harmful effects from intoxicants and stimulants. Open to psychic attack.
Mars = Venus/Pluto (+0z10' S )
A passionate and demonstrative nature. Strong powers of intent and desire. Magnetic attractions.
Confronting partnership issues as they surface - emotional conflicts and dramas. Extreme
possessiveness. Jealousy and manipulation in relationships. Acting under compulsion; a risk of
uncontrolled passions. Unrestrained lust. Emotionally aggressive and reactive.
Mars = Moon's North Node/Midheaven (+1z02' S )
The desire to unite with like-minded people. Shared professional ambitions. Directing energies into
specific goals and aspirations. Participating as an active member within an organisation. The ability to
take charge of situations and to motivate others. Knowing what is wanted and how to achieve it.
Passionate unions. Conflicts through selfish behaviour.
Mars = Moon's North Node/Ascendant (+1z17' S d)
Working together and achieving results as a team. Sharing similar ambitions with others. Connecting
personally with people on a regular basis. The desire to join organisations and to be an active
participant. Keeping in frequent contact with family members. Competitive partnerships. Sporting
connections.

Jupiter
Jupiter describes how you relate to the larger world beyond your personal self, how you expand
in life, and experience higher learning, travel or religion.
Jupiter = Mars/Saturn (-0z17' A )
Tackling challenges constructively. Demonstrating the single intent to overcome difficulties. Firm
resolve and determination. Hard won accomplishments. Successfully removing a negative or
destructive force. Stopping something in progress. Dealing with serious issues efficiently. Completing a
cycle. Decisive and auspicious separations.

Saturn
Saturn describes your experience of reality, your fears and inhibitions, where you are serious,
and how you respond to society's rules.
Saturn = Sun/Moon's North Node (-0z52' A )
Coming to terms with the need to work at relationships. The gradual consolidation of partnerships.
Loyalty and duty towards significant people and family members. Contending with distrust and
constraint within personal associations. Distancing mechanisms. The disinclination - or the inability to
connect with others. A reluctant mixer; a loner. Separative influences.
Saturn = Moon/Jupiter (-0z51' A )
Developing inner resourcefulness and self-reliance through necessity. Dealing with problems
constructively. Sacrifices. Economy and restraint. Living in modest conditions. Occasional
dissatisfaction with one's lot in life. Tolerating and accepting less than the 'norm'. Worries and
anxieties. Feeling emotionally distanced from others. Separation from significant females or family
members.
Saturn = Uranus/Neptune (-0z28' A )
Tenuous security. Recognising that nothing is permanent or guaranteed. The rapid erosion of reality
systems and formerly established structures. Feeling overwhelmed by situations outside of personal
control. Attempting to install safeguards against failure and disorder. A fear of loss. Contending with
turmoil and insecurity. Anguish and despair. Significant separations.
Saturn = Venus/Neptune (+0z12' S d)
Painful experiences in love, sex and partnership. Unfulfilled longings and desires. Secret infatuations.
Emotional anguish through insensitivity and neglect. Heartache; the disillusioned lover. Deceiving

others or being deceived. Separation in love. Serious application to creative or spiritual disciplines.
Saturn = Sun/Midheaven (+0z42' S )
A serious individual. A single-minded and realistic approach to aims and aspirations. Professional
challenges and sacrifices. The potential for being passed over for promotion and recommendation. A
fear of failure. An occasional need for solitude and privacy. Gradually establishing positions of respect
and authority through perseverance.
Saturn = Sun/Ascendant (+0z57' S d)
A wary or guarded personality. Solitary inclinations. Defining one's own space and boundaries. Initial
hesitation and shyness when first meeting others. Restraint and reserve. The inability to integrate easily
with others. Difficulty gaining acknowledgment and credit when it is due. Working hard for respect
from others. Separative trends or inclinations.

Uranus
Uranus a generational planet - describes areas of personal and peer group uniqueness, your
intuitive awareness, and your ability to adapt to the new and sudden.
Uranus = Saturn/Pluto (-0z24' S )
Quick on the uptake and alert to impending risk or danger. The desire to be free of compounding
pressures and stress. Volatile and erratic behaviour. Defiance. Extreme intolerance in self and others.
Enforced critical adjustments. Exposure to powerful forces outside of personal control which manifest
suddenly. Destructive influences. Breakthroughs as a result of intense struggle.
Uranus = Mercury/Venus (+0z01' S )
Creative ingenuity. Bursts of artistic originality. A unique sense of style. Clever and witty; a highly
perceptive and intuitive nature. Quick on the uptake. A charming and stimulating conversationalist.
Vivacious and flirtatious traits. Sudden displays of affection - impulsive attractions. Changeable
romantic interests and love inclinations.

Neptune
Neptune a generational planet - describes your personal and peer group experiences of
spirituality, your powers of inspired fantasy and areas of illusion.
Neptune = Mercury/Midheaven (-1z10' A )
Imagining a myriad of possibilities and potentialities in life. Being motivated by idealistic thoughts and
ideas. An interest in metaphysical matters. Psychic perception. Aspiring spiritual understanding.
Meditation; relaxing the mind. Moments of indecision and vacillation. Unrealistic aims and aspirations.
Inner insecurity. Instability in professional and domestic life. Vocational shifts and re-alignments.
Neptune = Mercury/Ascendant (-0z55' A )
A receptive and perceptive nature. Sensitivity to the thoughts and ideas of others. Potential
misconceptions; a tendency to misjudge others or situations. A risk of accepting people at 'face value'.
Difficulty keeping on top of things through disorganisation or mismanagement. Unreliability and
distrust within relationships.
Neptune = Uranus/Midheaven (-0z30' A )
Knowing when to trust instincts and intuition. Instinctively recognising when change is inevitable.
Psychic perception and awareness. Spiritual or metaphysical aspirations. Idealism and enthusiasm.
Sudden bursts of inspiration alternating with periods of despondency. Difficulty clarifying and realising
personal and professional aspirations. Vocational uncertainty and ambivalence. Feeling ineffectual and
disempowered.
Neptune = Uranus/Ascendant (-0z16' A )
An intuitive and instinctive sense of timing - and of the 'moment'. A highly sensitive and responsive
nature. Assimilating and adapting to environmental influences. The tendency to waver or hesitate; to
suddenly doubt self and abilities. Easily overwhelmed and upset. Unwelcome intrusions and
interference from others - or the environment. Difficulty warding off negative influences.
Neptune = Venus/Midheaven (+0z10' S )
A sensitive and gentle soul. An empathic, warm-hearted and compassionate nature. The desire to be
intimately connected with another at an inner or spiritual level. The search for the ideal lover and
partner. Artistic inspiration. Creative professions - painters, musicians, fashion designers and
photographers, etc. Unrealistic expectations in love. Vulnerability. Undermining currents within love
and sexual partnerships. Deception and dishonesty.
Neptune = Mars/Moon's North Node (+0z10' S )
Difficulties integrating easily with others - having to work hard to establish a sense of belonging and
team-spirit. Inconsistency in collaborative ventures. Contending with deceptive influences and negative
undercurrents within relationships. Associations which undermine industrious activity and ventures.

Conflicts and disappointments within partnerships and organisations.
Neptune = Venus/Ascendant (+0z25' S )
An attractive and alluring personality. Enjoying harmonious and tranquil environments. Sensitive to the
admiration or displeasure of others. Pretentious behaviour; acting ability. Emotional and sexual
infatuations. Seducing others and being seduced. Susceptible and vulnerable to environmental
influences. Potential distrust and disillusionment within partnerships. Cravings and addictions.

Pluto
Pluto a generational planet - describes your personal and peer group experience of upheavals,
forces beyond individual control, power and irreversible changes.
Pluto = Ascendant/Midheaven (-0z36' A d)
A powerful and domineering personality. An undeniable need to be in control; 'to be master of one's
destiny'. A passionate and intense nature. Innate magnetism. Displaying a compelling personal
influence. Being accustomed to 'getting your own way' in life. Commitment to personal and
professional aspirations. Powerful and dynamic relationships. Dramatic or fated partnerships. Power
struggles. The tendency to become obsessed or consumed by something or someone. Periods marked
by profound inner and external transformation. Coming to grips with the 'pros and cons' of power.

Moon's North Node
The Moon's North Node a mathematical point - describes how you interact with others socially
and the types of unions you form.
Moon's North Node = Jupiter/Ascendant (-1z06' A d)
Forming positive and beneficial connections in life. Being well thought of and respected by friends and
acquaintances. Generous and prosperous partnerships. Extending self to others and vice versa. Socially
gregarious; cultivating many contacts. Successful alliances.
Moon's North Node = Mercury/Pluto (-0z39' A d)
A dynamic and compelling communicator capable of swaying other people's thinking. Intense
discussions with others. Dynamic teamwork; specialised interests and research - investigative skills.
Working under pressure with others - sustained mental activity. Persuading others - or being persuaded.

Moon's North Node = Uranus/Pluto (+0z01' S )
Connecting with innovative and high-powered people. Working and thriving under pressure with
others; being focused on attaining specific objectives. Sudden surges of intense activity. Revolutionary
and reformatory organisations. Volatility within partnerships. Disruptive elements within associations.
Moon's North Node = Moon/Neptune (+0z38' S d)
Compassion and empathy within personal relationships. Caring for others and sensing their needs.
Patience. Connections with idealistic and inspirational people. Shared spiritual interests. Depending on
others - and being depended on. Deceptive influences within partnerships; emotional disappointment.
Moon's North Node = Venus/Pluto (+0z41' S d)
Animal magnetism. Passionate liaisons. Intense and dramatic love affairs. Fateful connections.
Emotional and sexual manipulation within partnerships - power struggles. Jealousy and vindictiveness.
End of Report

